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The  main sequence (MS) for type-1  (unobscured) quasars

An extreme of the MS: 
strongest FeII emitters (i.e., highly accreting quasars)

“Eddington standard candles”? 



The 4DE1 approach Main sequence correlates: UV at low zA main sequence for quasars: preamble

E1 main sequence (MS) first 
associated with an anti-

correlation  between 
strength of FeIIλ4570 and   
width of Hβ (or the peak 

intensity of [OIII] 4959,5007

Sulentic et al. 2000 
[ARA&A], 2002; n ~ 200

Since 1992, the E1 MS has been found in 
increasingly larger samples

Zamfir et al. 2010, n ~ 500

Eigenvector 1 (E1): originally defined  by 
a Principal Component Analysis   of  
parameters measured on the optical 

spectra of ~80 PG quasars

Boroson & Green 1992 FeII emission is self-
similar but intensity with 
respect to Hβ  changes 

from object to object

FeII emission from UV 
to the IR can dominate 
the thermal balance of 
the low-ionization BLR

FWHM(Hβ): related  to the 
velocity field in the low- 

ionization BLR
(predominantly  virialized) 

Marinello et al. 2018

Peterson & Wandel 2000; 
recent reverberation studies  



The main sequence —  Organizing quasar diversity 

Key multifrequency parameters 
related to the accretion process 
and the accompanying outflows 

show a trend along the MS

LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature13712

The diversity of quasars unified by accretion
and orientation
Yue Shen1,2 & Luis C. Ho2,3

Quasars are rapidly accreting supermassive black holes at the centres
of massive galaxies. They display a broad range of properties across
all wavelengths, reflecting the diversity in the physical conditions of
the regions close to the central engine. These properties, however, are
not random, but form well-defined trends. The dominant trend is
known as ‘Eigenvector 1’, in which many properties correlate with
the strength of optical iron and [O III] emission1–3. The main physical
driver of Eigenvector 1 has long been suspected4 to be the quasar lumi-
nosity normalized by the mass of the hole (the ‘Eddington ratio’),
which is an important parameter of the black hole accretion process.
But a definitive proof has been missing. Here we report an analysis
of archival data that reveals that the Eddington ratio indeed drives
Eigenvector 1. We also find that orientation plays a significant role
in determining the observed kinematics of the gas in the broad-line
region, implying a flattened, disk-like geometry for the fast-moving
clouds close to the black hole. Our results show that most of the diver-
sity of quasar phenomenology can be unified using two simple quan-
tities: Eddington ratio and orientation.

The optical and ultraviolet spectra of quasars show emission lines with
a wide variety of strengths (equivalent widths) and velocity widths. How-
ever, despite their great diversity in outward appearance, quasars possess
surprising regularity in their physical properties. A seminal principal-
component analysis1 of 87 low-redshift broad-line quasars discovered
that the main variance (Eigenvector 1, or EV1) in their optical proper-
ties arises from an anti-correlation between the strength of the narrow
[O III] l 5 5,007 Å and broad Fe II emission. Along with other proper-
ties that also correlate with Fe II strength2,3,5, these observations estab-
lish EV1 as a physical sequence of broad-line quasar properties. In the
two-dimensional plane of Fe II strength (measured by the ratio of Fe II

equivalent width within 4,434–4,684 Å to broad Hb equivalent width,
RFe II ; EWFe II/EWHb) and the full-width at half-maximum of broad Hb
(FWHMHb), EV1 is defined as the horizontal trend with RFe II, where the
average [O III] strength and FWHMHb decrease1,2. Figure 1 shows the
EV1 sequence for about 20,000 broad-line quasars drawn from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)6,7 (see Supplementary Information for details
of the sample).

The statistics of the SDSS quasar sample allows us to divide the sample
into bins of RFe II and FWHMHb (the grey grid in Fig. 1) and study the
average [O III] properties in each bin. Figure 2 shows the average [O III]
line profiles in each bin, as a function of the quasar continuum lumi-
nosity L measured at 5,100 Å. In addition to the EV1 sequence, the [O III]
strength also decreases with L5,100 Å, following the Baldwin effect8,9

initially discovered for the broad C IV line10. The [O III] profile can be
decomposed into a core component, centred consistently at the systemic
redshift, and a blueshifted wing component. The core component strongly
follows the EV1 and Baldwin trends, while the wing component only
shows a mild decrement with L and RFe II (Supplementary Information
and Extended Data Figs 1–2). This may suggest that the core component
is mostly powered by photoionization from the quasar, while the wing
component is excited by other mechanisms, such as shocks associated
with outflows11.

In addition to the strongest narrow [O III] lines, all other optical nar-
row forbidden lines (such as [Ne V], [Ne III], [O II] and [S II]) show sim-
ilar EV1 trends and the Baldwin effect. Hot dust emission detected using
WISE12, presumably coming from a dusty torus13,14, also increases with
RFe II. In the Supplementary Information (and Extended Data Figs 3–7)
we summarize all updated and new observations that firmly establish
the EV1 sequence.

The [O III]-emitting region is photoionized by the ionizing continuum
from the accreting black hole. But the EV1 correlation of [O III] strength
with RFe II holds even when optical luminosity is fixed, as demonstrated
in Fig. 2. This suggests that another physical property of black hole accre-
tion changes with RFe II, one that, in turn, affects the relative contribution
in the ionizing part of the quasar continuum as seen by the narrow-line
region. The most likely possibility is the black hole mass MBH, or equiv-
alently, the Eddington ratio L/MBH, given that L is fixed. The much less
likely alternative would be that the [O III] narrow-line region changes
as a function of RFe II. Reverberation mapping studies of nearby active
galactic nuclei (AGN)15 have suggested that a virial estimate of MBH may
be derived by combining the broad-line region size RBLR (measured from

1CarnegieObservatories, 813Santa Barbara Street, Pasadena, California91101, USA. 2Kavli Institute for Astronomyand Astrophysics, PekingUniversity, Beijing 100871,China. 3Departmentof Astronomy,
School of Physics, Peking University, Beijing 100871, China.
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Figure 1 | Distribution of quasars in the EV1 plane. The horizontal axis is
the relative Fe II strength, RFe II, and the vertical axis is the broad Hb FWHM.
The red contours show the distribution of our SDSS quasar sample (with quasar
density increasing from outer to inner contours), and the points show
individual objects. We colour-code the points by the [O III] l 5 5,007 Å
equivalent width, averaged over all nearby objects in a smoothing box of
DRFe II 5 0.2 and DFWHMHb5 1,000 km s21. The EV1 sequence1 is the
systematic trend of decreasing [O III] strength with increasing RFe II. The grey
grid divides this plane into bins of FWHMHb and RFe II, in which we study the
stacked spectral properties.
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HIL

LIL

Quasar spectra show a wide range of line profiles, RFeII, line shifts, line intensities ➜ 
differences in BLR dynamical conditions and ionization levels 

Prototypical Narrow  
Line Seyfert 1 

Shen & Ho 2014

Population A
NLSy1s

Population B

Sulentic et all. 2000

HIL LIL

Fraix-Burnet 
et al. 2017



The 4DE1 approach Main sequence correlates: UV at low zThe main sequence — Population A and NLSy1s

2000 kms-1<FWHM<4000 km s-1

0 kms-1<FWHM<2000 km s-1

NLy1s (FWHM(Hβ) < 2000 km s-1 ) vs 
“rest of Population A”: 2000 km s-1 < FWHM(Hβ) < 4000 km s-1

“rest of Population A”

NLSy1s seamlessly occupy the 
low-end   of the distribution of 

FWHM(Hβ)

CIV blueshift amplitudes among 
NLSy1s depend on the spectral type 

i.e., they increase with RFeII  

No change in Hβ shape occurs around FWHM(Hβ)  = 2000 km s-1 

“NLSy1s”



Composite spectra: Pop. A: “Lorentzian” Hβ profile,  symmetric, unshifted; 
Pop. B: Double Gaussian (broad + very broad component HβBC+HβVBC), 

slightly redward asymmetric ➜ predominantly virialized

MS correlates — The profiles of Hydrogen Balmer line Hβ 

Sulentic et al. 2002 (z < 1, log L < 47 [erg/s]); del Olmo et al. in preparation 

The MS allows for the definition of spectral types

A&A–aa1, Online Material p 13

�2
⌫ values for bins located at 0.0 < RFe II < 0.5 (considering a third range in �2

⌫ computation).

Model! L V G+G V+G L+G RMS Best F(Best, d.o.f CL
⇥10�3 Model Second) (�)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
Type Bin#

1000-2000 1.25 3.75 2.20 — — 33 L 1.76 209 3
A1 2000-3000 0.88 7.06 3.70 — — 19 L 4.20 209 3

3000-4000 1.17 5.88 1.49 1.67 3.03 13 L 1.27 209 1
4000-5000 2.07 5.08 0.97 1.43 3.22 14 G+G 1.47 209 2

B1 5000-6000 — 2.21 0.87 0.93 — 13 G+G 1.07 233 1
6000-7000 — 1.65 1.15 1.23 — 13 G+G 1.07 230 1
7000-8000 — 1.44 1.32 0.94 — 13 V+G 1.40 230 2
8000-9000 — 1.32 1.20 1.11 — 12 V+G 1.08 358 1

B1+ 9000-10000 — 1.13 0.97 1.04 — 13 G+G 1.07 328 1
10000-11000 — 1.57 1.31 1.26 — 14 V+G 1.04 320 0
11000-12000 — 1.36 1.29 1.32 — 17 G+G 1.02 347 0
12000-13000 — 0.93 1.04 0.90 — 24 V+G 1.16 349 1

B1++ 13000-14000 — 1.24 1.03 1.01 — 24 V+G 1.02 341 0
14000-16000 — 1.15 1.13 1.12 — 38 V+G 1.01 341 0

B1+++ 16000-20000 — 1.05 1.03 1.04 — 28 G+G 1.01 362 0

Fits on composites with several functions (Voigt, single Gaussian, etc.)  in 
steps of 1000 km s-1 confirm the Lorentzian as best profile up to 4000 km s-1

Work  in 
progress



The CIVλ1549 line profile:  low-ionization “virialized”   and high ionization 
outflow/wind components  coexisting even at the highest luminosities

e.g., Leighly 2000, Bachev et al. 2004, 
Marziani et al. 2010; Denney et al. 2012

MS correlates — The HIL CIλ1549 profile 

L>1047 erg s-1: extremely high amplitude 
blueshifts in CIV 1549 profiles of Hamburg-

ESO Pop. A quasars

scaled Hβ + excess blueshifted emission

low-ionization

CIV 1549 blueshifted HILs

Elvis 2000

A flattened low-ionization sub-system  is supported 
by recent  spectropolarimetric results   

Popovic  et al. 2018; Afanasiev et al. 2019



Bachev et al. 
2004; HST/FOS 

composite 
spectra of 
quasars at 

z<0.7 

MS correlates  — UV lines

Several trends involving strong UV emission lines 

(B1++ → A4) NVλ1240/Lyα⬆ AlIIIλ1860/SiIII]λ1892⬆ 
CIII]λ1909/SiIII]λ1892⬇ W(NIII]1750) ⬆ W(CIVλ1549) ⬇



The MBH proxy σ   increases with 
RFeII in narrow luminosity bins  
⇒L/LEdd increases with RFeII

Sun & Shen 2015 Du et al. 2016, assumed virial relation

Several approaches consistently support a relation between L/LEdd and RFeII

MS correlates — L/LEDD  as the MS driver

Fundamental plane of accreting 
massive black holes



MS correlates — L/LEDD  as the MS driver

θ≥30, fr=46%
θ≥15, fr=89%θ=45

L/LEdd=0.01

θ=15

MBH=109 M⦿

MBH=108 M⦿

 L/LEdd=3.2

θ=30

L/LEdd
=0.25

virial MBH⇒ FWHM ∝ MBH1/4 (L/LEdd)-1/4f(θ)-1/2; 
“limb darkening”⇒ RFeII ∝ RFeII(L/LEdd) cos θ (1+ b cos θ)

Correlation RFeII — 
L/LEdd  of Du et al. 

(2016) 

Correlation RFeII — 
L/LEdd  of Rakshit et 

al. (2017) 

Population A mainly due to high radiators 
(L/LEdd ≳ 0.1-0.2) ;

Pop. A includes  rare (P(θ) ∝ sin θ) lower  L/LEdd 
sources observed almost face-on;  

NLSy1s preferentially  sample face-on sources; 
Degeneracy between mass  and viewing angle;

A sharp FWHM limit is not very meaningful.

θ=5Relation RFeII  (U, n) — L/LEdd 
Marziani et al. 2001   

θ=10 NLSy1s

NLSy1s

Pop. A

The optical MS plane at low-z  can be understood in terms of Eddington ratio and orientation
(Marziani et al. 2001, 2018; Shen & Ho 2014; Panda et al. 2019)

θ=40, L/LEdd=0.037 

θ=10, L/LEdd=1.17 

Pop. A

work in progress

θ

θ



The “high RFeII end” of the quasar MS
(extreme Population A, xA, at RFe ≳ 1)



Negrete et al. 2018

Extreme Population A — Selection and physical conditions

Extreme Population  A (xA) quasars 
satisfy RFeII > 1; ~ 10% of quasars in 

low-z, optically selected samples
xA spectra show distinctively strong 

FeII  emission and Lorentzian Balmer 
line profiles

xAs  are related to  Super-
Eddington accreting massive black 

holes (SEAMBHs)

Wang et al. 2013; 2014; Du et al. 2016



The UV spectrum of xA quasars at z ~ 2

Symmetric low-ionization and blueshifed high-ionization 
lines even at extreme radiative output  

Martínez-Aldama et al. 2018, and reference therein

Lines have low equivalent width: some xAs are weak lined quasars
CIII] almost disappears

                             Extreme Population A —  Selection and physical conditions



Luminosity effects  

At least 70%-80% of weak-lined quasars [W(CIVλ1549) ≦10 Å]   belong to extreme Pop. A 

WLQs and  xA show continuity in CIV shifts and equivalent widths

WLQs appear as  extremes of extreme Population A

Data from Plotkin et al. 2015; Luo et al. 2015, Wu et al. 2012; Marziani et al. 2016; GTC xA:  Martinez-Aldama et al. 2018, 

Pop.A

NLSy1s

WLQ
xA

WLQs

                             Extreme Population A —  Selection and physical conditions



Virialized 
symmetric line 
FWHM ≈  1050, 

3600, 4000 km s-1

Selection criteria from diagnostic line ratios
1) RFeII = FeIIλ4570 blend/Hβ  > 1.0
2) UV AlIII λ1860/SiIII]λ1892>0.5 & 

SiIII]λ1892/ CIII]λ1909>1 

FWHM(Hβ) 
~ 

FWHM(AlIII 
1860)

AlIII 1860 
virial 

broadening 
estimator 
equivalent 

to Hβ

UV and 
optical 

selection 
criteria 

are 
equivalent

Luminosity effects                             Extreme Population A —  Selection and physical conditions

Extreme Pop. A  (xA; RFeII>1): 
consistent line intensity ratios (even at

FWHM > 4000 km s-1 at high L
for virialized  (Balmer and Paschen lines). 



Extreme  values for density (high, n > 1012-1013 cm-3), 
ionization (low, U~10-3-10-2.5);

radiation forces removed low-density gas?

Plane ionization parameter versus 
density from  arrays of CLOUDY 

simulations

Work in progress: Extreme  
values of metallicity 

(Z>20 Z⦿) or peculiar metallicity 
with anomalies in Al  

(Negrete et al. 2012; Martínez-Aldama 
et al. 2018;  

Sniegowska et al. 2019 in preparation; 
D’Onofrio & Marziani 2018)

xA sources enriched by a 
circumnuclear Starburst

                             Extreme Population A —  Selection and physical conditions
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D’Onofrio and Marziani Galaxies and Quasars

FIGURE 7 | The early stages in the evolution of AGN and quasars: merging and strong interaction lead to accumulation of gas in the galaxy central regions, inducing a

burst of star formation (Top). Mass loss due to stellar winds and supernova explosions eventually provides accretion fuel for the massive black hole at the galaxy

center. Radiation force and mechanical energy can then sweep the dust surrounding the black hole, at least within a cone coaxial with the accretion disk axis from

where the radiative and mechanical output is free to escape into the host galaxy ISM (Bottom).

with primordial chemical composition. ALMA is a powerful
tool with the potential of clarifying the inter-relation between
star formation, metal enrichment and SMBH accretion-induced
activity. As an example of an application of the ALMA data,
we can consider the [CII] 158 µm line that is strong in star-
forming galaxies, and is the dominant cooling mechanism for
cold interstellar gas. Kimball et al. (2015) presented an analysis
of an unusual [CII] emission line observed with ALMA of a very
luminous quasi-stellar object (QSO) SDSS J155426.16+193703.0
at z ≈ 4.6. The line is extremely broad, with FWHM ≈ 700
km s−1and a flat-topped or double-peaked line profile. These
results suggest the presence of a massive rotating disc that may
be the ultimate accretion fuel for the SMBH. Findings like these
are hinting at the potential of sensitive, high resolution sub-mm
spectroscopy for relating gas dynamics and metal content to a
quasar dark matter halo also at high redshift. X-rat observatories
such as Athena should maximize the synergies with ALMA and
reveal hidden nuclear activity in star forming galaxies. The issue
of the relation between nuclear activity and circumnuclear star
formation may be solved by the sinergy of radio, mm, and X
observations which circumvent the effect of dust and provide a
less biased view of the “obscured” Universe than the one we have
now over a broad range of cosmic epochs. Gravitational wave
observations from LISA (section 2.2.1) may reveals BHs that are
invisible even in the X-ray domain because deeply enshrouded

by a Compton thick cocoon. The Einstein telescope may reveal
intermediate mass BHs (∼ 103 M⊙) that may be the progenitor
of more massive BHs, perhaps filling the gap between the stellar
mass domain and the massive black hole domin.

The radio surveys with SKA (Diamond, 2008) and the next-
generation VLA will play an important role of multi-wavelength
studies of galactic evolution, as they will detect sources whose
radio emission is associated with stellar evolution processes up
to the epoch of reionization (z ! 6; Nyland et al., 2018). The
21 cm line will becomes detectable up to high redshift: an all-sky
survey detecting ∼ 109 galaxies up to redshift ≈ 2 will become
feasible with SKA (for comparison, at present there are only few
detections beyond z ≈ 0.2, Abdalla et al., 2015).

3.2.2. Feedback and Reionization at the Redshift
Frontiers
The existence of a SMBH (J1342+0928, MBH ≈ 8 · 108 M⊙) at
redshift 7.5 (when the Universe age was just 690 Myr) reinforces
black hole growth models that assume seed black holes with
significant initial masses (" 104 M⊙) and super-Eddington
accretion (Lodato and Natarajan, 2007). There is time to build
up an MBH that large without challenge the !CDM cosmology?
Even if there has been a large delay between the previous record-
holder and the last one and only ∼ 100 quasars are known
above redshift 6 (Matsuoka et al., 2018, and references therein),

Frontiers in Astronomy and Space Sciences | www.frontiersin.org 14 August 2018 | Volume 5 | Article 31

xA sources: the “first” 
unobscured stage emerging 

from an obscured   evolution?



Extreme Population A (RFe ≳ 1): 
implications for Cosmology?

xA: Marziani & Sulentic 2014 (MS14); Negrete et al. 2018; Martínez-Aldama et al. 2018; related to “Super-
Eddington”  accreting massive black holes (SEAMBHs): Wang et al. 2013; 2014; Du et al. 2016; Czerny et al. 
2018 for a review; Czerny et al. 2013; Risaliti & Lusso 2015, and La Franca et al. 2014 for alternative methods. 



Main sequence “tip:” implications for cosmology? Extreme Population A:  “Eddington standard candles”?

Marziani & Sulentic 2014 (MS14); Mineshige 2000; Abramowicz et al. 1988; Sadowski 2014

Accretion disk theory: low radiative efficiency 
at high accretion rate; 

L/LEdd saturates toward a limiting value
xA quasars: Extreme L/LEdd along 

the MS with small  dispersion 

4 S. Mineshige et al. [Vol. 52,

3.2. Spectral features

Once temperature distributions are obtained, we can
calculate emergent spectra by simply summing up a con-
tribution from each tiny portion of the disk. Such scatter-
ing dominated, hot disks as those considered here do not
always emit blackbody radiation (Czerny, Elvis 1987; Be-
loborodov 1998). However, we simply assume blackbody
radiation to see the effects of transonic flow (discussed
later).
The results are plotted in the lower panels of figure 1.

As ṁ increases, the spectra, νSν , get flatter and flatter
around the peak, νSν ∼ ν0. (Still, νSν ∼ ν4/3 in the
optical bands.) According to Grupe et al. (1998) soft X-
ray selected AGNs (including a number of NLS1s) tend to
exhibit bluer optical/UV (around 1400 Å) spectra when
compared with those of hard X-ray selected ones and the
maximum slope is Sν ∝ ν0.3. This is consistent with our
calculations.
The most significant problem lies in aos, or the opti-

cal to soft X-ray flux ratio (say 3000A to 0.2 keV). High
L/LE models predict a very flat aos, –1 or flatter, as
shown in figure 1, whereas the observed slope is more like
–1.5 (see Table 1 of Brandt et al. 2000, which includes
many NLS1s). Thus, the observed soft X-ray emission is
a factor of 10, or more, weaker than high L/LE disk mod-
els predict. In fact, this problem already exists for normal
AGNs (Laor et al. 1997) and is actually more severe for
NLS1s because of the flatter predicted aos. This does not
necessarily rule out the disk model, but it does suggest a
significantly reduced efficiency of the emission from the
inner parts of the accretion disk (e.g. Laor 1998).
NLS1s have a steeper soft (0.1–2 keV) X-ray slope, but

since they have a pretty normal aos, this slope is actually
mostly because the hard X-ray component is weak and
not because the soft component is strong (Laor et al.
1997). The slim disk model shows that exponential roll-
over extends over 1keV, thus producing large power-law
indices in the ROSAT band. The inclusion of Compton
scattering within the disk will increase the photon indices
further (Ross et al. 1992) which will be discussed in
section 3.5. Fairly strong correlation between the optical
and soft X-ray emission is naturally explained since both
are from the same optically thick disk.
If we include a hard power-law component in the cal-

culation, we expect a larger hard power law index in the
ASCA bands for a larger soft excess as a result of more
efficient cooling of electrons via inverse Compton scat-
tering. Since the hard power-law slope is determined by
the Compton y-parameter which is related to the energy
amplifications of soft photons (e.g. Rybicki, Lightman
1979), less (or more) energy input to high-energy elec-
trons compared with that to soft photons leads to a larger
(smaller) y and thus a larger (smaller) photon index in
the hard X-ray bands; αx

>∼ 2 (αx < 2) as is observed in
the soft (hard) state of GBHC (Mineshige et al. 1995).

Fig. 2.. Disk luminosity as a function of ṁ. Asterisks denote
the calculated luminosities, whereas the solid line shows the
fitting formula [equation (8)]. It is clear that increase in L is
suppressed at L > 2LE.

Systematically large αx’s in NLS1s in the ASCA bands
(Pounds et al. 1996; Brandt et al. 1997) can be under-
stood.
Further, Tanaka (1989) found highly variable hard

emission relative to the soft one in GBHC. If the analogy
holds, the relative strength of the hard component could
take any values. This may explain a diversity in αx’s of
NLS1s in the ASCA bands.

3.3. Evolution of the disk luminosity

It should be repeated that the disk luminosity, in-
creases only moderately above LE for steadily increas-
ing Ṁ . We calculate L by summing up the contribution
from each concentric annulus and plot in figure 2 as a
function of ṁ. Asterisks are calculated values, while the
solid curve represents the fitting formula (see Watarai et
al. 2000a for a derivation),

L(ṁ)/LE ≃
{

2[1 + ln(ṁ/50)] for ṁ ≥ 50
ṁ/25 for ṁ < 50

(8)

The functional dependence of L/LE on ṁ is basically the
same as that for GBHC with smaller black-hole masses,
thus being insensitive to M .
Care must be taken when interpreting L, since ra-

diation field is likely to be anisotropic; i.e., radiation
mostly goes out in the vertical direction to the disk plane,
whereas matter approaches to the black hole along the
disk plane. This is a way in which super-critical accretion
is possible, but at the same time, we expect much diluted
radiation going out in the direction of the disk plane.
Blocking of the radiation by the outer disk rim provides
an additional diluting effect (Fukue 2000). Thus, we
will detect weaker flux (< LE/4πd2 with d being dis-
tance), even when the total L exceeds LE. We also ex-
pect strong radiation-accelerated wind in the central re-
gion (e.g., Watarai, Fukue 1999), which will give rise to
blue-shifted UV lines (Leighly 1999b).



1. xA quasars radiate close to Eddington limit η~1 

2. Assuming virial motions of the low-ion. BLR, L ∝ η MBH 
∝ η  rBLR (δv)2

Eddington standard candles

L = ⌘LEdd = const⌘MBH

3. xA quasars have similar BLR physical 
parameters (nH and U), implying that the  BLR 
radius rigorously scales as rBLR ∝ [L /(nH U)]1/2 

rBLR
FWHM
σ,FWZI

MBH =
fr(�v)2

G

Extreme Population A   — Selection and physical conditions

geometry
dynamics

Extreme Population A —  z-independent luminosity estimates Extreme Population A:  “Eddington standard candles”?

fraction of ionizing luminosity

average frequency  of ionizing photons

δ

“Virial Luminosity:” Analogous to the Tully-Fisher and the early 
formulation of the Faber Jackson laws for early-type galaxies

MS14; cf. Teerikorpi 2011 



A  Hubble Diagram for quasars: 
consistent with  concordance ΛCDM 

Extreme Population A:  “Eddington standard candles”?

Negrete et al. 2018 
Sniegowska et al. 2019, AlIII, in prep 

Marziani & Sulentic 2014, Hβ 
Marziani & Sulentic 2014, AlIII 

Martínez-Aldama et al. 2018, AlIII 
Du et al. 2016

Significant scatter, σΔμ  ~ 1.1 - 1.3 mag

1. All the models are compatible within the errors with the standard  model.

2. The skewness parameter  is remarkably constant for all the models. This
makes me confident about the relevance of this parameter.

3. Model A. I like this model because we use all the data (in Spanish, "factor cuchareo (tricking
factor?) = 0"). I think it is worth to mention, even if we finally choose another solution,
because it is obvious that some data may be inaccurate.

4. Model B. As suggested by Paola, yields the worst fitting, compared to the standard model). I

Model D

Model E

My conclusions

= 0.3ΩM

α = 1.6 ± 0.3

Work  in progress: data already provide significant 
constraints on ΩM (0.30±0.06), better than supernovae,  

because of the z~2 coverage

Work  in progress to reduce the scatter via higher 
S/N data and an analysis of the main factors 

affecting the virial broadening estimators

S/N>15

S/N>0



 The MS offer contextualization of quasar observational and physical properties. 
Several MS trends are associated with relative prominence of outflows, and ultimately with 

Eddington ratio “convolved with the effect of orientation.”

The differences between Population A and B (“wind-“ and “disk-dominated,” respectively)  might be 
associated with a change of accretion mode (from geometrically thin, optically thick to slim disk?), 

as several properties  appear to change at 
L/LEdd ~ 0.1 - 0.2. 

 Extreme Population A (xA)  quasars at the high RFeII  end  of the MS appear to radiate at 
extreme L/LEdd. xA quasars show a relatively high prevalence (10%) and are easily 

recognizable. Low ionization lines are apparently emitted in a highly-flattened, virialized BLR. 

xA quasars  might be suitable as “Eddington standard candles”. 

Conclusion



Sources Parameters Basic equation Reference Virial

extremely accreting 
quasars (xA)

Hard X-ray slope, velocity 
dispersion Wang et al.2013 V 

extremely accreting 
quasars (xA)

virial velocity dispersion: 
FWHM(Hβ) 

 Eddington ratio = const  
L ∝ FWHM(Hβ)4 Marziani & Sulentic 

2014 V

general quasar 
populations

X-ray variability, velocity 
dispersion

La Franca et al. 
2014 V

mainly  quasars at z<1 Reverberation mapping time 
delay τ τ/√F ∝ dL

Watson et al 2011, 
2013; Czerny et al. 
2013; Melia 2015

general quasar 
populations

non linear relation between 
soft X and UV

Risalti & Lusso 
2016

Eddington 
standard
candles

Quasars as distance indicators for cosmology

Data already rule 
out extreme 
Universes 

(ΩΛ=1,ΩM=0) or 
the Einstein-de 
Sitter Universe 

Quasar samples 
have the potential 
ability  to better 

constrain ΩM than 
supernovae

Samples extending up to 
z~5 could address the 

issue of the equation of 
state of dark energy

Marziani & Sulentic 2014a

MS14 data already 
provided significant 
constraints on ΩM 
(0.19+0.17-0.08): the 

redshift range 2 - 3 is 
highly sensitive to  ΩM  



The 4DE1 approach Main sequence correlates: UV at low z



The 4DE1 approach Main sequence correlates: UV at low z


